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Abstract. Some researches show that fuzzy C- means clustering is sensitive to initial clustering 

centers. Related variables include cluster number, data characteristics and fuzzy exponent are affect 

the sensitivity of the algorithm. This paper provided the definition of the sensitivity of the algorithm. 

Selecting data sets of different characteristics, experimental analyzed the sensitivity of the 

algorithm to the initial clustering centers under different clustering case, and compared the 

convergence speed of different initial clustering centers reach the specific clustering distance. The 

results show that the algorithm is not absolutely sensitive to the initial clustering centers, the 

sensitivity is related to the number of clustering for the same data set. This paper proposed the 

clustering centers move with fuzzy exponent algorithm for FCM algorithm by combining the 

maximum distances product method, and anlyzed the validity of the optimization algorithm. 

Introduction 

Clustering analysis is an important tool for data preprocessing and important area of artificial 

intelligence research. Fuzzy clustering gather the entities through establish fuzzy similarity 

relationship according the characteristics and similarity. Fuzzy C-means Clustering (FCM) has the 

advantages of fast convergence speed, efficient processing of high-dimensional data, simple 

calculation and so on. It is widely used in image processing, artificial intelligence, medicine and 

other fields [1-3]. The FCM algorithm is a partition method based on Picard iteration through 

necessary conditions for optimizing a weighted sum of squared errors objective function. J1 is the 

within-groups sum of squared error (WGSS) objective function of within-class square sum of error, 

it is mainly used to define hard C-means and hard ISODATA algorithms. In1973 Dunn first 

extended J1 to J2, then Bezdek extended J2 to Jm by introduced fuzzy exponent m, and m ranges 

from 1 to infinity [4]. The FCM algorithm contains different parameters, and different parameters 

lead to different clustering results. The input parameters include initial centers, fuzzy exponent, 

cluster number and data set, and the results are the optimal centers and clustering distance. In 

general, the objective function Jm is regarded as the evaluation criterion of the clustering results. 

However, due to the existence of the local minimum point of the objective function and the greedy 

property of the algorithm, the algorithm is sensitive to the initial clustering centers, and the 

clustering results easy to converge to the locally optimal value and fail to reach the global optimum 

[5]. In 1980 Bezdek presented that every iterate sequence of FCM converge to local minimizer of 

Jm by applied Zangwill’s theory to FCM iteration [6]. Then the existence of saddle points of the 

FCM objective function at locations was presented in 1987[4]. The researchers improve and 

optimize the FCM algorithm considering it is sensitive to the initial clustering centers, and the 

clustering results easy to converge to the local optimum [7]. Genetic fuzzy C-means (GFCM) 

algorithm introduces GA algorithm into FCM, the global search performance of GA replace the 

iterative rules of FCM to solve the sensitive problem [8]. Xu proposed weighted maximum entropy 

kernel fuzzy clustering algorithm, using the data point distribution density as the weight to optimize 

the initial clustering centers [9]. Zhang proposed an improved FCM algorithm, designed a simple 

and fast initial centers selection rule, and improved the objective function according to the 
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separation characteristics of the clustering centers [10]. Zhou proposed a fuzzy clustering algorithm 

based on the midpoint density function, combining the midpoint method and the cluster density 

function to measure the object density [11]. The above researches solve the sensitive problem of 

FCM algorithm to some extent, but the definition of the sensitivity of initial clustering centers is not 

clear, and the influence of fuzzy exponent on the clustering results is neglected in the optimization 

process. 

Fuzzy C-means Clustering 

FCM algorithm through the grade of membership to determine the extent of each data point belongs 

to a clustering in a data set. Giving data set 1 2( , , ) n

NX x x x R 
, for ,1j j N   ,

 1 2, , n

j j j jnx x x x R 
. Rn note real n-dimension vector space. N is the number of data points in 

sample data set. xjk (k=1,2,…n) denoe the k th attribute value of the j th data point. Let 

 1 2, , n

cV v v v R 
 be a clustering centers vector set, for ,1i i c   ,

 1 2, , n

i i i inv v v v R 
, vik 

(k=1,2,…n) denote the k th attribute value of the i th clustering center. The fuzzy clustering 

objective function of data set X as Eq.1: 
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Where, ik iv v , c is cluster number. dij denote Euclidean distance from data point xj to clustering 

center vi. U is the membership matrix, and it can be describe the cluster structure of data set X. uij 

denote the grade of membership of xj in the i th cluster. m is fuzzy exponent, and it can control the 

fuzzy degree of clustering. Jm(U,V) is the square sum of weighted distances between all data points 

to clustering centers. 

The membership satisfies
1

1
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u


 , Lagrange function by make it as the constraint conditions 

of minimize objective function Jm(U,V) and the necessary condition of Jm(U*,V*) as follows: 
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The specific steps of FCM clustering algorithm as follow: 

Step 1: setting relevant parameters, include data set X, cluster number c, fuzzy exponent m, 

maximum number of iteration gmax, and initial clustering centers V. 

Step 2: let t =1, initialize the membership matrix U by Eq.3, calculate the objective function 

Jm(U,V) by Eq.1. 

Step 3: update clustering centers V by Eq.4. 

Step 4: let t = t+1 < gmax, update membership matrix U and objective function Jm(U,V) in 

iteration t by Eq.3 and Eq.4, then turn to step 3. 

Step 5: when t = gmax, output the smallest  Jm (U
*,V*) and the corresponding clustering centers 

V*, which is the optimal cluster results. 
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Sensitivity Analysis of FCM Algorithm 

Definition of FCM Algorithm Sensitivity 

FCM is based on the minimization of objective function, the algorithm iterative formula and the 

calculate process imply that the algorithm initializes the clustering state with the initial clustering 

centers and each iteration move in the direction of the decreasing the objective function value. FCM 

use the gradient method to search for extreme values in the space. Therefore, the algorithm has a 

strong local search capability. At the same time, since the search direction of the gradient method 

always follows the direction of the objective function Jm decrease, so the initial clustering centers 

selection is very important, this means that when the initial clustering centers selected near a local 

minimum point, the algorithm is easy to fall into local minimum point and cannot get the global 

optimal solution. 

The definition of FCM algorithm sensitivity is that different initial clustering centers leads to 

different clustering results and affecting algorithm converges to the global optimal solution; When 

reach the given clustering distance, the initial clustering centers affect the convergence speed of the 

algorithm. 

Experiment Analysis 

Clustering Data 

The three sets of experimental clustering data are shown in Fig.1. The data set 1 are distributed in 

fuzzy clusters in two-dimensional space as Fig.1 (a), the data set 2 are distributed in fuzzy clusters 

in three-dimensional space as Fig.1 (b), the data set 3 is randomly distributed in two-dimensional 

space as Fig.1(c). Each data set contains 5000 data point. In addition, the data set 3 is used to 

compare the move path of optimal clustering centers with data set 1 in next section, not to 

participate in the sensitivity experiment. 

 

 

     

 (a) Data set 1                    (b) Data set 2                    (c) Data set 3 

Figure. 1  Clustering Data 

Sensitivity Experiments of Clustering Results 

The experiment include 8 groups, the data set 1 and data set 2 are clustered into multiple classes 

respectively, the 50 groups of initial clustering centers are randomly generated under different 

condition of cluster number of each data set. In each experiment, the initial clustering centers 

changed in turn, and the other parameters unchanged. Compare the difference of the algorithm 

sensitivity to initial clustering centers in different clustering case. The clustering results include the 

clustering centers and the value of Jm which are output at the end of the calculation. Set the 

iterations number to 500 and the fuzzy exponent to 2, and the clustering results are shown in Table 1 

and Table 2. The results reflects the initial clustering centers have no effect on the clustering results 

when the cluster number is small, and when the cluster number increasing, the clustering results 

begin to appear in many states, but the probability of convergence to the optimal solution is larger. 

The experimental results show that the FCM algorithm is sensitive to the initial clustering centers 

cannot be generalized. The algorithm sensitivity of initial clustering center is not in the absolute 

sense, the sensitivity is directly related to the cluster number, when the number is small, the 
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algorithm is insensitive to the initial clustering centers, the calculation results always converge to 

the optimal clustering results; when the number increasing, the sensitivity is enhanced, but the 

probability of convergence to the optimal clustering results is relatively large. Therefore, in the 

process of clustering, the optimal clustering results can be obtained by performing FCM algorithms 

repeatedly on different initial clustering centers although the cluster number is large relatively.

Table 1 Experiment results of data set 1 

Cluster 

number 

Different 

results 

Value of 

Jm 
frequency 

3 1 7758.765 50 

10 1 1824.379 50 

11 3 

1643.554 33 

1645.280 12 

1646.210 5 

12 4 

1486. 33 21 

1487.040 19 

1492.872 7 

1494.100 3 

 

 

Table 2 Experiment results of data set 2 

Cluster 

number 

Different 

results 
Value of Jm frequency 

3 1 17540.17 50 

5 2 
9251.080 44 

9274.423 6 

8 2 
5678.577 46 

5678.590 4 

10 4 

4468.630 28 

4471.633 18 

4486.631 2 

4503.699 2 

 

Sensitivity Experiments of Convergence Speed 

The experiment takes data set 1 for example, and set cluster number to 3 and convergence accuracy 

to 7758.77, generating 30 groups of clustering centers randomly. The convergence speed of 

different initial clustering centers is shown in Fig. 2. The FCM algorithm updates the clustering 

state by the iterative process, each iteration in the direction of decrease the value of Jm, the number 

of iterations of each initial centers reach the same precision is different, which affects the 

computation time. The results show that the selection of the initial clustering centers will directly 

affect the convergence speed of the FCM algorithm, although the algorithm is insensitive to the 

initial centers. The existing research on the optimization of FCM aims to overcome the sensitive 

problem, and find the global optimal solution, but ignore the computational efficiency of the 

algorithm. In the cluster process of big data, the sensitivity and the computational efficiency should 

simultaneously be considered in the optimization of the initial clustering centers. 
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Figure. 2  Convergence speed of different initial clustering centers 

Initial Clustering Centers Optimization 

Maximum Distances Product 

When the fuzzy exponent m=1, the FCM algorithm degrade to HCM algorithm, that is, the 

K-means algorithm. For the problem of The K-means is sensitive to the initial clustering centers, 

the maximum and minimum distance method reduce the sensitivity of the algorithm according to 

the density characteristics of data distribution, it improve the cluster accuracy and convergence rate 

to some extent[12]. Xiong proposed the maximum distances product method based on the 

maximum and minimum distance method, the selected clustering centers is more consistent with the 

data distribution characteristics, and overcomes the shortcomings of the former selected too dense, 

and can get better clustering results[13]. The selection steps are as follows: 

Step 1: setting density parameter Minpts and ε, find the high density point set D. Taking the 

spatial point Xi as the center, the radius that containing Minpts data object is called the density 

parameter of the object Xi, denoted by ε. The larger the ε, the lower the data density of the region in 

which the data object is located, on the contrary, the higher the data density of it.  

Step 2: in the region, the data object of the highest density is taken as the first clustering center Z1, 

and the high density point farthest from Z1 is taken as the second clustering center Z2. 

Step 3: calculating the distance from each remaining data points Xi to Z1 and Z2, respectively. 

Taking data point Xi as the third clustering center Z3, the Z3 satisfies max (d (Xi, Z1) ×d (Xi, Z2)), and 

so on. The Zk satisfies max (d (Xi, Z1) ×d (Xi, Z2) ×…d (Xi, Zk-1)), k initial clustering centers can be 

obtained in turn. 

The maximum distances product method combine the data density and distribution characteristics 

to select the point close to the optimal clustering centers to initialize the clustering centers, which 

improves the accuracy and convergence rate of K-means clustering. But it is not suitable for FCM 

algorithm because of the influence of fuzzy exponent. In this paper, the maximum distance product 

method is adjusted to optimize the initial clustering centers of FCM algorithm in conjunction with 

the changing rule of the optimal clustering centers with the fuzzy exponent. 

Clustering Centers Move with Fuzzy Exponent 

Both the K-means and FCM algorithm are based on the initial clustering centers to initialize 

partition state of the data set, and update the partition state through the data objects move between 

clusters in the iteration process, each iteration move in the direction of the decreasing the objective 

function value. The initial clustering centers initialization method is designed to reduce the 

possibility that the same data object is divided into different cluster during multiple iterations in the 

iterative process according to the distribution of the data set, and accelerate the convergence speed. 

In short, the closer the initial clustering centers to the optimal clustering centers, the more accurate 

the clustering results and the faster the algorithm convergence speed. Therefore, the selection of the 

initial clustering centers should be as close as possible to the optimal clustering centers. Clustering 
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Centers Move with Fuzzy Exponent (CCMFE) based on the maximum distance product method and 

combines the influence of fuzzy exponent on the optimal clustering centers, the selected initial 

clustering centers are consistent with the data distribution characteristics and the fuzzy degree. 

In the FCM algorithm, the fuzzy exponent m controls the fuzzy degree of clustering and affects 

the final clustering results. Taking the data set 1 and data set 3 as examples, the fuzzy exponent 

range from 1 to 31, the step size is 5. The move path of optimal clustering centers V=(V1, V2, V3) of 

the data sets is shown in Fig.3(1) and Fig.3(2), and A is the mean point of data set. 

 

                 

 (a) Optimal clustering centers of data set 1          (b) Optimal clustering centers of data set 2 

Figure. 3  Move path of optimal clustering centers 

The larger the fuzzy index, the closer the clustering centers is to the mean point of the data set. 

The relationship between the optimal clustering centers of FCM V=(V1,V2,V3,…Vk) and K-means 

Z=(Z1,Z2,Z3,…Zk) can be concluded from the Fig.3: the fuzzy exponent m controls the fuzzy degree 

of clustering, when the fuzzy exponent increases gradually, Vi (i =1,2,…,k) moves from Zi (i 

=1,2,…,k) to the mean point A of data set. The moving distance is affected by two factors: fuzzy 

exponent and data point density. Firstly, the larger the fuzzy exponent, the larger the moving 

distance, and the optimal centers moving in deceleration with fuzzy exponent. Secondly, the greater 

the data point density, the slower the moving speed. Let d denote the distance from Vi to Zi, then d 

can be expressed as Eq. 5: 

11
log




 d a m                                                              (5) 

In the Eq.5, θ(θ>0) denote search radius, it is the radius that contains N/k data objects. 

Considering the differences in the range of different attribute value of different data sets, taking the 

search radius θ as the function base can be better fitted to the curve. Combined with the logarithmic 

curve characteristics, the base of logarithmic function must be greater than 1, meanwhile, The 

moving distance d is proportional to the search radius θ and is inversely proportional to the base of 

logarithmic function, For the same data set, the search object is fixed, the larger the regional data 

density, the smaller the search radius θ, the smaller the moving distance d of the optimal clustering 

centers, and the larger the base of logarithmic function; on the contrary, the smaller the regional 

data density, the larger the search radius θ, the larger the moving distance d of the optimal clustering 

centers, and the smaller the base of logarithmic function. a is the adjustment coefficient. 

Let A={a1, a2, a3,…an} be the coordinates of the mean points of the data set, Zi ={zi1, zi2, zi3,…zi n} 

be the coordinates of the i th clustering center when the fuzzy exponent  equal to 1, then the 

moving direction of FCM optimal clustering center Vi is vector ZiA. Let Yi={yi1, yi2, yi3,…yi n} be 

any point on the line ZiA, The parametric equation of straight line ZiA in n-dimension space can be 

obtained: 1 1 1 2 2 2, , ,i i i i in n iny a t z y a t z y a t z      .Then the vector equation of straight line can 

be obtained: Yi = At + Zi. 

The main steps of clustering centers move with fuzzy exponent are: first, according to the same 

steps as the maximum distance product method, the high density point set D is found according to 

the density parameter, and the k initial clustering centers with fuzzy exponent m = 1 are selected; 

second, the i th clustering center Zi (i =1,2,…,k) moves d unit length along the direction Yi = At + Zi 
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toward the mean point A of data set. Then the optimized FCM initial clustering centers 

V=(V1,V2,V3,…Vk) is obtained. 

Conclusion 

In view of the problem that the definition of initial clustering centers sensitivity is not clear, this 

paper provides the definition of algorithm sensitivity, and conduct experiment to analyze the 

sensitivity of the algorithm and compare the convergence speed of different initial clustering centers 

when reach the given clustering distance. The experimental results show that FCM algorithm is 

sensitive to the initial clustering centers is not in the absolute sense, the sensitivity is directly related 

to the cluster number for the same data set, when the number is small, the algorithm is insensitive to 

the initial clustering centers, the calculation results always converge to the optimal clustering results; 

when the number increasing, the sensitivity is enhanced, but the probability of convergence to the 

optimal clustering results is relatively large. For sensitive situation, through analyze the calculation 

principle and the relationship between the optimal clustering centers of FCM algorithm and 

K-means algorithm, combined with the effect of fuzzy exponent and the maximum distance product 

method, the clustering centers move with fuzzy exponent is proposed to optimize the FCM initial 

clustering centers. Based on the selection principle and validity of the maximum distance product 

optimization, analyze the effect of fuzzy exponent and data distribution density on the optimal 

clustering centers. Therefore, the initial clustering centers selected by the optimized algorithm are 

close to the optimal clustering centers, and conform to the data distribution characteristics and fuzzy 

degree. In view of the length of this paper, the validity of the convergence speed and clustering 

results of the optimized FCM algorithm need to be further studied. 
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